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Blaufrankisch, Austria’s silky, savory red
By Dave McIntyre, E-mail the writer

Rumor has it there’s a lake in eastern Austria that moderates the climate in the surrounding
vineyards, thereby helping to produce the country’s best red wines. This lake, called
Neusiedl, or Neusideler See in German, is about 23 miles long, eight miles across at its
widest and less than six feet deep. It is possible to wade across it, I was assured when I
visited the region last December.
I’ve seen Neusiedl on satellite imagery and in wine atlases. But during my two days in upper
Burgenland, which straddles the border with Hungary, I never once laid eyes on it. Oh, I was
shown a large puddle with boats floating on top, but I refused to believe that was the lake, as
I could see only about five feet in front of me through a dense fog. I rather hoped some
mystical lady would surface and toss me a corkscrew — though that wouldn’t have mattered
much because most of the wineries in that area bottle under screw caps.
I kept thinking about that body of water as I
spoke with Leo Hillinger in his modernist
winery in the nearby hamlet of Jois, about
30 miles southeast of Vienna. The building
was all concrete and glass, designed to give
visitors a spectacular view of Lake Neusiedl.
Due to the atmospherics outside, however,
we couldn’t even see the parking lot.
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“I am in love with our own Austrian grapes,”
Hillinger said, his theatrical voice booming
through the cavernous tasting room bereft of
tourists on a Sunday afternoon. I felt
disoriented, as though I were floating in
space.
Hillinger’s wines brought me back to earth,
especially his blaufrankisch grown in the
new Leithaberg DAC, or Districtus Austriae
Controllatus. Austria’s appellation
designation is named for the Leitha
mountain range west of the lake, which I did
manage to glimpse on the drive into the
region, poking above the fog line.
Austria is best known for its white wines:
stellar gruner veltliner and Riesling that
would give Germany a run for its financial
bailout money. Its most famous red is
zweigelt, which is king in Burgenland.
During my stay I fell more for the province’s
blaufrankisch. The wine offers bing cherry
fruit and a savory sourness that turns
peppery on the finish, not unlike cabernet
franc from the Loire Valley in France or
along the eastern U.S. coast.
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That sourness renders blaufrankisch trickier
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to make than zweigelt. It can be exaggerated
if the grapes are overcropped.
“At the premium level, blaufrankisch shines
because you have the silky tannins,” says
Claus Preisinger, who is best known for the
zweigelt produced under his own label and
says he has a fondness for blaufrankisch. His
wines are electric, with an energy running
through their core as if they were connected
directly to the earth they were grown in.
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Blaufrankisch, said Georg Prieler as we sat in his modest kitchen in Schuetzen am Gebirge,
“for me is like standing in the middle of the forest.” The Prieler winery is an extension of the
family home, a traditional model slowly giving way to modern wineries such as Hillinger and
Preisinger. Prieler proudly poured me a glass of another Burgenland specialty: pinot blanc, a
gorgeous 1990 vintage made by his father.
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“With blaufrankisch, you have these leafy aromas, a bit wet, woodsy,” he said.
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“Blaufrankisch translates the soil better than zweigelt. I like a variety that shows where it
comes from.”
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Prieler bottles blaufrankisch from his family’s Goldberg vineyard only in the warmest years.
The 2009 was intense and round, gorgeous and seamless. The 1999 was beginning to show a
hint of earthiness reminiscent of a Cote Rotie. In cooler years, the Goldberg grapes go into
Prieler’s Leithaberg blend, which helped make the 2010 superb.
Lake influence or no, these were beautiful, sophisticated wines.
McIntyre blogs at dmwineline.com. Follow him on Twitter: @dmwine.
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